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Abstract— This paper presents an adaptive control scheme
and experimental results for the focusing of an optical read-
write head for optical data storage drives. The adaptive control
applies recursive least squares (RLS) algorithm to predict out-
put disturbance and dynamically computes control commands
to minimize the output focusing error. The adaptive control
could become unstable when significant modeling errors and
uncertainties exist. An extension is made to the existent adaptive
control scheme to achieve robust stability while sacrificing
minimally the control performance. Simulation and experiment
conducted on the optical focusing of a digital video recording
drive’s read-write head are presented to demonstrate the effects
of the proposed adaptive control scheme on stability and
performance.

Index Terms – optical disk drive, adaptive control, auto-
focusing.

I. INTRODUCTION

IN the fields of optical storage and optical imaging

systems, many applications require precise focusing of

optical waves or laser beams subjected to vibration of

optical housing and components that disturbs the focusing

quality. Vibration-induced jitter typically consists of multiple

narrow and broad bandwidths produced by such excitations

as device rotating motion, manipulation, and transportation

compounded with vibration modes of the structure support-

ing the optical system. In this paper, we consider focusing

control using a digital video recording read/write head (pick-

up head), which has lightly damped elastic modes [1], [4]–

[8], [13], [25], [27], [28]. This complex combination of

disturbances, which often change with time, necessitates the

use of adaptive controllers capable of rejecting disturbances

with broadband and varying spectra.

The well known waterbed constraint described by the

Bode Integral Sensitivity theorem [26] makes it impossible

to achieve the needed broadband jitter rejection with linear

time-invariant (LTI) controllers. Recent literature on control

of jitter in laser beams has introduced adaptive control meth-

ods that reject jitter over much greater bandwidths than those
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achieved by LTI feedback control. For laser beams, adap-

tive controllers based on least-mean-squares (LMS) adaptive

filters are presented in [9], [10], [18], [19], and adaptive

controllers based on recursive least-squares (RLS) filters

are reported in [20]–[22]. Adaptive control has been used

for disturbance rejection in other applications, including the

reduction of the read-write head position error in computer

disk drives [2], [3], [11], [12], [15], [16], [24]. While LMS

algorithms are simple and computationally economical, the

more complex RLS algorithms achieve faster convergence

and exact minimum-variance steady-state performance.

The hardware and geometry of the pick-up head dictate

saturation limits on the magnitude of the control commands.

Any fast steering mirrors, but especially the micro mirrors

used here and in various optical communications systems,

can be damaged if the control commands are too large.

Also, because small angles of steering-mirror deflection can

produce large beam displacements at remote receivers and

targets, the mirror rotation must be limited so that the

laser beam hits all reflecting surfaces and sensors in the

optical path. Either type of constraint can be binding in field

applications.

A common characteristic of minimum-variance con-

trollers, adaptive or not, is that they amplify low-level high-

frequency noise while minimizing the mean-square values

of the output errors. This results from the fact that such

controllers must have large high-frequency gains to predict

broadband disturbances. In some applications, this amplifi-

cation results in control command saturation and generate

serious spiking phenomenon in output error produced by the

combination of control-signal saturation and amplified high-

frequency noise. [23] presents a method for incorporating

frequency weighting in the adaptive control loop to constrain

the high-frequency gain of the adaptive filter that generates

the adaptive control command. The frequency responses of

both experimental and theoretically computed steady-state

filters demonstrate that the frequency weighting reduces the

high-frequency gains. Experimental results show that the

frequency weighting indeed reduces the amplification of

high-frequency noise and eliminates the spikes in the output
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of the adaptive control loop.

error.

In the aforementioned works the plant models closely

agree with the actual plant dynamics. In some applications,

such as the one considered in this paper, the modeling errors

between the plant model and the actual plant dynamics, due

to the pick up head flexible structure and sensor nonlinearity,

can be substantial and have significant effect on the adaptive

control performance or even stability. In this particular case,

it is also desirable to constrain the high frequency gains of

the adaptive filter, but the aforementioned soft and indirect

constraining by frequency weighting in the adaptive filtering

is insufficient to render satisfactory results. In this paper we

extend our previous adaptive control works by introducing

filters in both the feedback control loop and the adaptive

filtering loop respectively to explicitly reduce the adaptive

controller’s high frequency gains and strike the balance of

stability and control performance.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section

2 presents the adaptive control scheme with the proposed

extension. Section 3 gives the description of the experimental

system, followed by the identified plant model in Section

4. The simulation and experimental results are presented in

Section 5, followed by the conclusion in Section 6.

II. GAIN CONSTRAINED ADAPTIVE CONTROL

The class of minimum-variance adaptive controllers con-

sidered in this paper is illustrated in Fig. 1. All signals are

considered scalar sequences and all blocks are SISO systems.

The transfer functions G(z) and Ĝ(z) are the true plant and

the plant model, respectively, both assumed to be stable. This

control structure is closed-loop stable if G(z) = Ĝ(z) and

F (z) is stable. In the adaptive filtering loop, the gains in

F (z) are updated to minimize the RMS value of the tuning

signal e. A copy of F (z) uses the same gains to generate

the adaptive control signal u.

The adaptive filter F (z) has finite impulse response (FIR),

with the lattice realization in [14]. For high orders of F ,

the RLS lattice filter is more computationally efficient and

numerically stable than the classical RLS algorithm, which

has been used for low-order filters in various adaptive-control

applications (e.g., [11], [12], [15]). As discussed in [14], [20],

[21], the order-recursive structure of the lattice filter allows

variable-order adaptive control. During adaptation, lattice-

filter generates adaptive control commands of all orders

n ≤ L, with the order increasing to the maximum order L

in steady-state. For the experiments and simulations in this

paper, values of L up to 256 were used.

The blocks M and D are used to improve the robustness of

the adaptive controller with respect to plant modeling error

G − Ĝ, which is largest at high frequencies. A sufficient

condition for input-output stability of the adaptive system is

‖(G− Ĝ)MF‖|∞ < 1. (1)

This implies that the norm of the gain of the filter MF should

be constrained in bandwidths of large modeling error.

The adaptive filter identifies the gains in F to minimize

the tuning signal

e = ŵ + FĜDŵ, (2)

while the output y satisfies

y = w +GMFŵ. (3)

When (1) holds, e and y satisfy

e = (1 + FĜD)[1− (G− Ĝ)MF ]−1w, (4)

y = (1 + ĜMF )[1− (G− Ĝ)MF ]−1w. (5)

With the RLS adaptation, the adaptive filter F becomes

slowly time varying and a well known swapping lemma

applies to analyze the performance as if F were time

invariant, which leads to FĜD = ĜDF . If G = Ĝ and

D = M , then e = y in steady state.

The filter M is chosen to be low-pass to limit the high-

frequency gain of MF . However, if D = M , the adaptive

filter will identify an F with even larger high-frequency gain

than would be case without M because F will attempt to

invert the small high-frequency gain of M , so that the high-

frequency gain of MF is not reduced. Taking D to be all-

pass with phase delay equal to that of M at all frequencies

causes the adaptive filter to identify F with the correct phase,

which is the critical issue for closed-loop stability, without

causing F to attempt to invert the small high-frequency gain

of M . This can be done by choosing M to be a linear-phase

low-pass filter and D to be the group delay of M (i.e., the

time delay that M introduces at all frequencies).

In steady state, it follows from (4) and (5) that

e− y = Ĝ(D −M)F [1− (G− Ĝ)MF ]−1w. (6)
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Hence the tuning signal e and the output error y in steady

state differ only in the high-frequency range where the gains

of D and M differ.

In this paper, the M and D pairs have the form

M(z) =

(

z2 + 2z + 1

4z2

)m

, D(z) =

(

1

z

)m

. (7)

Filters M of this form have zero gain at the Nyquist

frequency for any m. The bandwidth of M decreases as

m increases, thereby increasing robustness with respect to

modeling error in view of (1). However, for larger values of

m, M introduces more delay and hence greater disturbance

prediction error in the adaptive loop. In subsequent sections,

the performance of the adaptive control loop is compared for

m = 1 and m = 2.

III. DESCRIPTION OF THE EXPERIMENT

The experimental setup is based on a DVD pick-up head

with wavelength 650 nm, spot diameter 0.659 µm, focusing

depth 0.90 µm, and linear range 6 µm. The basic mechanisms

of the commercial DVD pick-up head shows in Fig. 2. The

DVD pick-up head uses a laser diode to generate light source.

The laser beam passes through a diffraction grating, a linear

polarizer, a polarized beam splitter, a quarter-wave plate, a

collimator and objective lens and focus on the disc. The beam

reflected from the disc passes through a quarter wave plate,

a polarized beam splitter and a cylindrical lens and projects

onto the four-element photodiode array (quadrant detector,

QD), which outputs a read-out signal corresponding to the

focusing error signal (FES) [7], [17]. When the object is

located at correct distance from the focal plane, a circular

intensity distribution the photodiode array results. When

the object is too far from or too close to the focal plane,

an elliptical intensity distribution results. As the disk or

objective lens is moved up and down, the changing intensity

distribution causes the FES vary in the form of the S-curve

shown in Fig. 4. The FES is given by

FES = (Va + Vc)− (Vb + Vd) (8)

where Va, Vb, Vc and Vd represent the output of QD.

Another output is the sum of the intensities on the quadrant

detector QD, which is referred to as the RF signal. The

RF signal can be used to check the laser spot focus on the

disc. The circuit board includes an automatic power control

(APC) driver for the laser diode, an operational circuit for the

QD, and two motor drivers for the voice coil motor (VCM)

and spindle motor. The xPC target machine sends actuator

commands to VCM and spindle motor and acquires FES

and RF from QD. The sample-and-hold rate for the control

system is 2 kHz.

IV. PLANT MODELS AND PID CONTROL

A. The open-loop plant

The open-loop discrete-time transfer function GOP (z)
maps the VCM control command to the sampled output

FES. For control design, it is assumed that all signals are

sufficiently small that the FES remains in the linear range
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Collimating Lens

Quarter Wave Plate

(QWP)

Polarization Beam Splitter

(PBS)

Cylindrical Lens

Objective Lens
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Diffraction

Grating

Linear Polarizer

Spindle Motor

Fig. 2. Structure of the DVD pick-up head.
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Fig. 4. Focusing error signal vs. distance between the optical pick up head
and media surface.

of the S curve in Fig. 4. The subspace system identification

algorithm N4SID in MATLAB was used to identify the

linear model

ĜOP (z) =
−1.642z + 2.718

z2 − 1.947z + 0.9679
(9)

of the open-loop transfer function from 70,000 samples of

input-output data. Fig. 5 shows the bode plot of ĜOP (z).

B. Closed-loop system with PID feedback control

Prior to adaptive control, a linear time-invariant control

loop containing the tuned PID controller

CPID(z) =
0.24158(z2 − 1.95z + 0.9651)

z(z − 1)
(10)

is closed around the open-loop plant. With this loop closed,

N4SID was used to identify the closed-loop plant model

denoted by Ĝ.
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Fig. 3. Block diagram for adaptive control in simulation.
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Fig. 5. Bode plots for identified open-loop plant.

With the estimated closed-loop transfer function Ĝ, the

estimated closed-loop sensitivity transfer function

Ŝ = (I + ĜC)−1 (11)

is computed. This transfer function, which is shown in Fig. 6,

shows that the error-rejection bandwidth is about 80 Hz.

V. SIMULATION AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Simulation

The simulation results were generated for the model in

Fig. 3. This model of the DVD and the contorl loops includes

a quantizer, a saturation block and the S-curve nonlinearity,

all of which are in the physical system. The simulation uses

multiple sinusoidal disturbances in the disturbance wa to

simulate harmonic disturbances generated by a rotating disc,

which are the main disturbances in portable DVD video

recorders. In the simulation, the output disturbance wb is

taken to be zero. The frequencies and respective amplitudes

in the disturbance wa are

5.5 11 50 65 75 (Hz)
0.010 0.005 0.005 0.003 0.015 (volt)

. (12)

Fig. 7 shows time series for the focusing error (FES).

Initially only the PID loop is closed, and the adaptive control

loop closes at 1.5 sec. For the top plot in Fig. 7, the simplest

version of the adaptive controller is used, with FIR order 2
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Fig. 6. Bode plots for estimated sensitivity transfer function Ŝ.

and no M filter. For the bottom plot, FIR order is n = 256
and the M filter has the form in (7) with m = 2 (denoted

by M2). Fig. 8 shows the power spectral densities of the of

the FES signals in Fig. 7, comparing performance with PID

control only and with both versions of the adaptive controller.

Table I shows the RMS values of FES for various orders

of lattice filter, with and without the M filter and M2. The

closed-loop system with adaptive control without the M and

D filtering is stable only for adaptive filter order n = 2. That

the closed-loop system is unstable for n > 2 is indicated

by X in Tables I and II. On the other hand, introduction

of the properly designed M filter and corresponding delay

D renders stable, robust performance for all orders up to

n = 256 (the highest order tried). As expected, the RMS

value of the FES decreases with increasing lattice order. The

RMS value of the FES with PID control only is 0.4067.

B. Experiment

Experiments were performed with the DVD not spinning,

but with the multi-frequency sinusoidal disturbance wa intro-

duced by the actuator. Having the same disturbance in both

simulation and experiment allowed direct comparison of sim-

ulation and experimental results. In the experiment the voice

coil motor (VCM) generated both the control commands and

the disturbance wa, although the disturbance signals were

not available to the control loops. The FES signals for PID
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Fig. 7. Simulation results. Top: adaptive control with adaptive filter order
n = 2 with no M filter; bottom: adaptive control with adaptive filter order
n = 256 and M filter with m = 2.
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Fig. 8. Simulation results. PSD of FES for PID control only and for
adaptive control with adaptive filter order n = 2 with no M filter and
for adaptive control with adaptive filter order n = 256 and M filter with
m = 2.

control only and several versions of the adaptive controller

are compared in Table II. The experimental and simulation

results are similar in several respects, including transient

and steady-state performance of the adaptive control loop.

In particular, the importance of the M filter and delay D

is evident and the RMS value of the FES decreases as the

order of the adaptive lattice filter increases. Also, in both

simulation and experiment, the M filter is necessary for

closed-loop stability with adaptive control when the order

of the lattice filter is greater than 2.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

This paper has introduced a disturbance-rejecting adaptive

control scheme with improved robustness to plant modeling

error at high frequencies. Simulation results and real-time
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Fig. 9. Experimental results. Top: adaptive control with adaptive filter
order n = 2 with no M filter; bottom: adaptive control with adaptive filter
order n = 256 and M filter with m = 2.
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Fig. 10. Experimental results. PSD of FES for PID control only and for
adaptive control with adaptive filter order n = 2 with no M filter and
for adaptive control with adaptive filter order n = 256 and M filter with
m = 2.

implementation on focusing a DVD optical head under

dynamic disturbances have demonstrated the necessity and

effectiveness of the proposed method for robustness enhance-

ment. Although the steady-state output error produced by the

adaptive controller in the paper is larger at high frequen-

cies than what would be produced by a minimum-variance

controller designed with no robustness consideration, the

simulation and experimental results show large reductions

in output error compared to the performance of a well tuned

PID controller.

The combination of a low-pass linear-phase filter M in the

adaptive control loop and a phase-matching all-pass delay in

the tuning loop introduces a frequency-weighting effect that

reduces the high-frequency gain of the adaptive controller,

thereby increasing robustness with respect to high-frequency
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TABLE I

SIMULATION RESULTS: RMS FES VALUES.

Order n of lattice filter F

2 4 8 16 32 64 128 256

Adaptive control without M 0.0923 X X X X X X X

Adaptive control with M 0.1095 0.0805 0.0772 0.0623 0.0473 0.0360 0.0223 0.0151

Adaptive control with M2 0.1303 0.1015 0.0964 0.0744 0.0570 0.0440 0.0248 0.0170

TABLE II

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS: RMS FES VALUES.

Order of Lattice filter

2 4 8 16 32 64 128 256

Adaptive control 0.0810 X X X X X X X

Adaptive control with M 0.0950 0.0478 0.0416 0.0279 0.0233 0.0212 0.0184 0.0172

Adaptive control with M2 0.1218 0.0877 0.0537 0.0484 0.0294 0.0285 0.0269 0.0262

modeling error. Both simulations and the experimental ap-

plication to the DVD optical head show that, without M the

closed-loop system is unstable if the order of the lattice filter

in the adaptive controller is greater than 2, whereas with M

the closed-loop system is stable for adaptive filter orders up

to 256. The larger adaptive filter order yields much smaller

output error variance.
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